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Because the analysis of how collective symbolism functions necessarily entails different 
methodological perspectives, it requires a distinct methodical process. Collective symbols, 
like all symbols, are connecting elements within the dialectical relationship between 
individual and society; they are responsible for establishing cohesion within all kinds of social 
entities. This investigation concentrates on symbols’ potential to harmonize paradoxes to 
resolve a society’s specific “problems.” We describe a three stage methodical procedure for 
the analysis of how collective symbols function, using the example of the Argentine tango to 
demonstrate our process of interpretation.  
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1 THE METHODOLOGICAL FOCUS: INTERPRETING THE PARADOXICAL 

STRUCTURE OF COLLECTIVE SYMBOLISM 
 
 
1.1 The Functioning Of Collective Symbols And Their Paradoxical Structure 
 

The cohesion of social entities, of social groups, collectivities and even societies is 
primarily established by means of symbols; human communication is mainly characterized by 
the use of symbols. For an analysis of “what keeps societies together,” one therefore must 
concentrate on the functioning of symbols and symbolism within these social collectivities. 
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Symbols are arbitrary and conventional signs that evoke a uniform social response within a 
communicative community; the meaning of a symbol is not inherent to the object, sound, 
word, event, etc. which serves as the symbol, but rather is derived from the shared experience 
and knowledge of the people who use it in communication. According to Peter L. Berger and 
Thomas Luckmann, social reality is symbolically constructed first and foremost by subjects 
and does not exist independently of them (Berger/Luckmann, 1987: 129ff.). In contrast to the 
signs used in a language, symbols are communicative forms of a higher order and refer to 
ideas which belong to everyday transcending realities: the flag represents a “nation,” the cross 
symbolizes Christianity, etc. (cf. Schutz, 1962b: 329ff.). With the help of symbols, human 
beings are able to communicate ideas referring to their religious experience, to political 
ideologies and entities, etc. At the same time, within these communicative processes, the 
social entities thus symbolized are defined through their continuous objectivation by the 
individual actors.  
 The symbols that are of special importance for this investigation are collective 
symbols. It is above all through them that societies achieve cohesion. Social collectivities, all 
kinds of political entities (such as the “nation” or “state,” religious or cultural groups) are 
represented by powerful shared symbols which form the basis for identity construction on the 
part of individuals belonging to these collectivities. From the perspective of a sociology of 
knowledge, symbols function within the dialectical relationship between individual and 
society (Berger/Luckmann, 1987: 92ff.). They simultaneously enable every human being to 
“experience” these collectivities as social entities, while their permanent objectification by the 
individual members secures the continuing existence of these social phenomena (cf. Dreher, 
2003: 155ff.). Social entities are present as ideas, as the products of imagination; by means of 
symbols, they are established as “imagined communities” (Anderson, 1993) in continuous 
processes of interaction and communication.2  
 
 

 The paradoxical structure within the functioning of collective symbolism 
 

What particularly characterizes the functioning of symbols is their potential to 
overcome those divergent ideas or ideological constellations that cause specific problems 
within societies and at the same time influence how individual identities are constructed. The 
symbolic work through which we extend a network of meaning over our visible and invisible 

                                            
2  Max Weber offered a perfect description of this process when he identified the value concept of the 

“idea of the nation” as it is propagated by intellectual elites. Following his argumentation, the members 
of the “nation” share “national sentiments;” the “idea of the nation” most often is related to “prestige 
interests” and a specific “culture mission” which determines the irreplaceablility or even superiority of 
the nation (Weber, 1978: 921-926). 
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world constructions allows us to live within paradoxes. These illustrate one fundamental form 
of how we cope with contradictoriness and oppositionality because they have the capacity to 
simultaneously represent contradiction and the process of its harmonization. Symbols 
consolidate and secure these constructions and enable us to combine various, seemingly 
irreconcilable meanings, emotions, values, and tendencies into a unified image. They contract 
the contradictory into a unit, the not simultaneous into the simultaneous, the non-congruent 
into one form. Symbols, especially those we consider collective symbols, fulfil this function 
of unification. They are products and instruments of human effort, which in turn modifies and 
maintains the conditions under which we live together in a group, community or society. 
Collective symbols constitute the feeling of community just as they help to ensure the 
community’s (collective) consciousness and continuity (Soeffner, 1997: 96). The decisive 
significance of a collective symbol consists of the social reaction it evokes, in its influence on 
collective perception, orientation, and action. According to Karl Jaspers, it creates 
“community without communication” (Jaspers, 1973: 25). 
 
 
1.2  The Methodological Conception For The Analysis Of Collective Symbolism 
 

We propose a methodological conception based on social scientific hermeneutics 
(Soeffner, 1982) for the analysis of the specific nature of the collective symbolism within a 
particular society. Starting from the general assumption that collective symbols are created 
and used to “solve” essential “problems” faced in the establishment of a cohesive society, we 
suggest that their functioning should be interpreted in order to gain a profound understanding 
of that society. On the basis of the findings from a case study out of our research project 
Constructions of Identity in Pluralistic Societies: Processes of Constitution of the “Other” 
and the “Self” in Argentina, we will demonstrate the methodical process employed to analyse 
the functioning of Argentine collective symbolism. We consider the cultural achievements of 
the phenomena of “tango” and “gaucho” to be responsible for the constitution of communities 
and collectivities within this pluralistic society. A crucial characteristic of most collective 
symbols is that they can unify contradictory elements of specific social worlds; the symbols of 
“tango” and “gaucho” disclose the means not only by which the specific “problems” present 
within these social worlds, such as social cohesion achieved through the construction of 
identities, the creation of a mutual horizon of meaning or the typification of forms of action, 
can be analyzed. As we will demonstrate, they also offer “solutions” to specific “problems” 
within Argentine society that are resolved through the cohesive power of collective 
symbolism. 

Taking the interrelationship between individual and society or collectivity into 
consideration, the functioning of a particular society’s collective symbolism can only be 
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analysed on the basis of qualitative data. A hermeneutic interpretation of the functioning of 
collective symbolism aims to reconstruct the structures of meaning contained within shared 
symbolism. Not only must the objectified meaning of collective symbols – of “tango” and 
“gaucho” – be analysed, but also their relevance for the individual actors in specific social 
worlds associated with these symbols must be included in the investigation. In a further step, 
a synthesis of both perspectives must be part of the interpretation. Collective symbolism 
provides resources with which the individual members of the collectivity can identify; in 
constructing their personal identity, they refer to the collective symbols offered by a society. 
Correspondingly, we propose a threefold methodical procedure for the analysis of the 
functioning of collective symbolism. 
 
 

The methodical procedure 
 

(1) First, collective symbols of a specific society must be identified and their shared 
meanings described. Because symbols are acted out and continuously remembered in rituals, 
essential collective symbols can be noted by analysing the crucial rituals celebrated on special 
occasions in a cultural context. Data collection concentrates on existing narratives on the 
historical development, the actuality and the circulation of the cultural phenomenon denoted 
as a collective symbol. The aim is to investigate the objective meaning of this particular 
symbol. For example, we describe our exemplary phenomena of “tango” and “gaucho” as 
specific Argentine achievements and show how they developed from a certain mixture of 
cultures within this society. The “tango,” a characteristic Argentine art form with African, 
Creole and European roots, and the historical and literary figure of the “gaucho,” the free and 
marginal rider of the pampas, have developed into crucial components of Argentine collective 
symbolism. An analysis of the current Argentine discourse on and the universal signification 
of elements of these phenomena is conducted in order to reconstruct the objectified, shared 
meaning of the “symbolic worlds” established through these cultural forms.  

(2) In a second stage, data collection takes into consideration how the individual 
members of a society use these collective symbols as resources for the construction of their 
personal identity; it focuses on the individual relevance of the symbols. Therefore, the 
individual positions of those people associated with the symbols who participate in the rituals 
in which symbols are performed, shape the basis for our analysis. For the analysis of 
Argentine identity constructions, qualitative interviews with informants from the world of the 
“tango” and the world of the “gaucho” serve as material allowing us to disclose what the 
individual actor associates with these collective symbols and what personal meaning is 
associated with the symbol. We were inspired by Sigmund Freud’s method of interpreting 
dreams to develop this kind of analysis of how collective symbols function. Freud proposes 
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that the signification of the symbols occurring in dreams is not limited to an “objective” 
meaning that can be looked up in a dream book. The interpretation must also concentrate on 
the actualization of the symbol by the dreaming subject. Freud suggests that the same symbol 
can have different significations for different individuals. On this basis, he concludes that a 
methodical combination of the subject-oriented “decoding method” with the universal 
“symbolic dream-interpreting” is essential (Freud, 1981: 96-112). 

(3) A third step within the methodical process includes a synthesis of the first 
perspective focusing on the objective meaning of collective symbols with the second 
concentrating on the analysis of the individual relevance of these symbols for the actors. In 
modernity, social entities are characterized by the diversity of cultures, religions and 
traditions of their individual members who belong to different strata within the collectivity. 
Diverging ideas, ideologies or world views are present among them and cause paradoxical 
constellations within these societies that are confronted with the overwhelming problem of 
establishing a cohesion among the individuals. For instance, in a society like Argentina, the 
individual is faced with the challenge of harmonizing divergent cultural roots within a family; 
e.g. his or her parents are of Italian and Russian descent or the Jewish religion must be 
resolved with the Catholic within one family. Individual members of the Argentine society 
cannot trust the corrupt government, political elites and the non-functioning legal system. 
Nevertheless, at the same time, some kind of cohesion must be established in order to keep 
this fractured society together. As we will demonstrate, this can be accomplished with the 
help of symbols that are created and permanently reactivated by the people as such, 
independent of the symbolism imposed by political institutions. These symbols are cultural 
phenomena developed within what ethnologists call “free zones.” 

On the basis of the collective symbolism offered by a society or collectivity, the 
individuals are able to construct their personal identity. Their affiliation with the “nation,” 
with a specific social world of tango, a sports club, etc. form part of their personal identity; 
they feel associated with these social entities. At the same time, their affiliation with the 
collectivity serves its own constitution as a social entity. This specific unification generated 
by collective symbols stems from their power to harmonize paradoxical structures and 
contradictions within social collectivities. The following case study focusing exclusively the 
phenomenon of “tango” demonstrates the methodical process of how to investigate this 
specific “solution” to the “problem” of establishing social cohesion. 
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2.  HARMONIZING PARADOXES: THE “EMBRACING OF STRANGERS” IN 
THE ARGENTINE TANGO 

 
2.1.  The Tango’s Subjective Relevance For The Dancers 
 

The phenomenon of “tango” is a central element of Argentine collective symbolism; 
this art form has experienced a remarkable revival during the last decades. Tango thrives on 
tango rituals in which a specific symbolic world is constantly produced and reproduced. One 
principal type of tango ritual is the milonga; milongas are dance-events in which dancers with 
different social backgrounds, but principally from the middle-class, encounter one another. 
Another notable aspect is that dancers from different generations come to the milongas, as 
well as numerous tango tourists from other Latin American countries, Europe, the US, etc., all 
gathering regularly in different tango clubs on different days of the week. The only 
prerequisites for “admission” to the tango milieus are the ability to dance and the knowledge 
of the specific codes necessary for the interaction with other dance-partners. The invitation to 
dance, for instance, is normally made to a woman by a man who moves his head ever so 
slightly while looking at his prospective partner.3  

Through a number of qualitative interviews conducted in the milongas, a definition of 
tango as “two strangers embracing” emerged as a central metaphor within this social world. 
This expression caught our attention from the very beginning, since it entails an interesting 
paradox: normally, strangers do not embrace. So we asked ourselves why this contradictory 
expression was chosen by so many interviewees to define tango. In one approach, we 
explored the possible meanings of embrace or the act of embracing within the Western 
culture. In other words, we searched for possible, general or “universal” meanings and 
interpretations of our phenomenon. We found out that the embrace had a long and significant 
tradition within Occidental culture and that it possesses a high symbolical density. In Plato’s 
Symposion, Aristophanes’ speech denotes the “embrace” as expressing the reunification of the 
feminine and masculine halves of androgynous human beings who were separated by the gods 
(cf. Plato, 1989). In the New Testament, the semantics of the “embrace” within Christian 
liturgy are of extraordinary significance. In Christianity, the practice of embracing is based in 
Jesus’ teaching that believers and their enemies should “embrace” in peace; in this sense, the 
embrace symbolizes brotherhood. What is more, new members were brought into the 
Christian community when Jesus embraced marginal persons, such as prostitutes, lepers, and 
Pharisees. 

                                            
3  The following interpretation is based on an earlier analysis “I am a Song of Despair that Cries out Its 

Pain and Your Betrayal”: The “Embrace of Strangers” in Argentine Tango (cf. Figueroa/Dreher, 2003) 
realized in the context of the research project Identity Constructions in Pluralistic Societies. 
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From the perspective of the interviewees, there occurs in the embrace of the tango 
dance an intensive and intimate communication between the dance partners, who at the same 
time remain strangers. This communication is based on physicality and sensuality: only the 
bodies “speak” and, through the medium of tango, individuals “re-encounter one another.” 
Furthermore, it is crucial for tango dance that, in encountering one another in this fashion, 
dancers circumvent every mediating instance or authority, i.e. family, friends, and especially 
the state or state institutions. Social categories like ethnicity, age, social class, nationality, etc. 
– normally used as mechanisms of inclusion or exclusion – dissolve and the illusion of a 
feeling of unity is created. The mutual strangeness within the milieus of the milongas 
becomes more radical through the banishment of verbal communication during the dance, so 
that, with the help of the tango rituals, the “generalized strangeness” becomes neutralized 
(because everybody is a stranger, nobody is a stranger). 

 
 

2.2 Crisis and Collective Symbolism 
 
What do all these categories and forms of acting that explain the symbolic world of tango tell 
us about the Argentine society? We sought an answer to these questions by contrasting tango 
rituals (which are everyday transcending) with everyday life in Argentina.  

First, we assume that every society, in order to achieve integration, must be able both 
to create and to legitimate norms, as well as the institutions and authorities responsible for 
ensuring the observation of these norms. But at the same time a society must establish a 
collective symbolism at the informal level that is capable of generating – through rituals as its 
expressions – shared symbolical forms of action. Thus, both institutionally secured norms, 
and symbolical elements of non-governmental institutions are specific socio-historical 
“answers” to this society’s concrete “problems.”    

In 2002, when we were collecting our data, Argentina was experiencing its deepest 
crisis ever. This country – once an exemplary nation – was and still is in a state of economic, 
political and social crisis which has deep roots in its history but is new in its manifestation. 
One element of the crisis is constituted by the economy, featuring a deep recession and an 
enormous rate of unemployment, given officially at more than 20%, while in some regions 
reaching up to 50% of the active population. Half of the total number of inhabitants lives 
below the poverty line, and this in a country that was categorized as the seventh richest 
country of the world at the beginning of the 20th century. Here, we can only outline the crisis 
in broad terms, but it should be sufficient to demonstrate that it is not only a structural crisis; 
in its effects, it has a strong influence on social integration as well as on individuals’ 
subjective perception.   
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Political corruption in Argentina is categorized as “endemic;” since 1992 criminal 
acts, especially those against private property, have increased by 127% in the country as a 
whole and by 552% in the capital Buenos Aires (Abiad, 2002). A high degree of scepticism, 
even rage, characterize the mood of the Argentines in relation to the state, its institutions and 
its representatives, namely parliamentarians, judges, state secretaries, the police, customs 
authorities, etc. In large numbers, so-called “escraches” against politicians have taken place 
during which these figures are publicly insulted or beaten up: Even restaurant owners have 
asked them to leave the premises because they are unwanted. A radical rupture between the 
people and the political class can be identified. Argentines perceive the crisis as a state of 
social disintegration, they question social institutions and do not feel represented by the 
politicians. The motto “que se vayan todos” (“Get out of here, all of you!”) was an election 
slogan for a great political alliance before the last election campaign.  

In short, we found that the establishment of an Argentine social order is a highly 
problematic process. The concept of an existing social collectivity seems to have dissolved; at 
least, the individuals of this society have this impression. This due to a specific existential 
individualism, in accordance with which the individual is confronted with the insatiability and 
greed of the political class (Figueroa, 2001: 37; Waldmann, 1996: 69). The author Jorge Luis 
Borges explains this in the following manner: “The truth is, the Argentine is an individual and 
not a citizen. Aphorisms, like Hegel’s ‘The state is the reality of the moral idea,’ seem to be a 
joke for him” (Borges, 1996: 162). 

It is within this context that the tango has experienced its remarkable revival. The art 
form finds its origins in a combination of Creole and African with modern European elements 
in both dance and music. Moreover, through the process of merging and mirroring differing 
cultural strains, it has developed into a complex phenomenon. Its actuality is reflected by the 
fact that, in Buenos Aires alone, there are 80 popular tango dance clubs in which 12.000 
dancers enjoy themselves every week. Every year, hundreds of thousands of people 
participate in the Festival Buenos Aires Tango, among them several hundreds of musicians 
and professional dancers; numerous television and radio stations devote themselves 
exclusively to the tango and several journals specialize on the phenomenon of tango in 
Argentina. 
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3. THE INTERPRETATIVE SYNTHESIS: PROBLEM SOLUTION THROUGH 
COLLECTIVE SYMBOLS 

 
The synthesis of the objective meaning represented by the collective symbol of tango 

and its subjective relevance for the dancers leads us to the following reflections. Our initial 
question focused on the specific function the tango assumes for Argentine society at a time in 
which the individuals living in it consider its cohesion to be in danger. We support the thesis 
that individuals become able to cope with the situation of crisis by means of the symbolism 
represented by the tango. Within the ritual of dance, the experienced (dis)order is reconciled 
with the imaginary, “dreamed-of” order (according to Clifford Geertz, 1973: 112). What is 
experienced as disintegration in everyday life can be dissolved with the “illusionary” world of 
tango. In a society in which the official integrating and mediating instances have “failed,” 
and, in addition, where great distrust towards one’s fellow citizens and a scepticism 
concerning the “national project” dominates individual perception, the tango makes it possible 
for individuals to return to their cultural “roots.” It enables them to return to the Argentine 
starting point of a “cultural Babylon,” to a time in which everyone was a stranger and a 
promising future was still on the horizon.  
 The “embrace” describes a determining structural factor of the tango dance with a high 
symbolical content and an openness in relation to interpretation. It leads to a specific 
communion in which all human beings can be integrated independent of social – aside from 
gender – categories and in which the dancers establish a basis for social “reconciliation.” The 
world of tango can be identified as everyday transcending reality sphere (Schutz, 1962a: 
207ff.) in which a symbolic order is structurally constructed so as to enable the estrangement 
between individual Argentines to be overcome and in which the pure human relationship is 
the focus of attention. 
 The continuously recurring “fraternization” with strangers in the dance generates 
through this ritual a reality for the dancers in which they can achieve what is impossible in the 
everyday life of the Argentine society. The solitary individual fighting against the 
“powerlessness” before the state who may find ultimate refuge in his or her family 
experiences a specific communion in the milongas, which permit neither discrimination nor 
marginalization. Structurally analogous to the “embrace” in Christian liturgy, representing the 
acceptance even of marginalized persons and enemies into the Christian community, the 
inclusion into the human community is realized in the world of tango by the “embrace of 
strangers.” The specific problematic of Argentine social authorities’ failure, perceived as 
disintegration and insecurity by the country’s citizens, vanishes within the “appearing reality” 
of the world of tango.  
 Tango as a crucial element of national collective symbolism fulfils a specific 
integrative function for the Argentine society. It is part of a repertoire of symbols including 
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“solution” elements for a society’s concrete historical problems. The solutions that are 
embedded in symbolic actions – in our case within the tango rituals – and interpretations 
“contain problems and contradictions just as they contain their harmonization and the 
‘superelevation’ of the solutions […]. Symbolic actions are the responses to paradox, 
contradiction, and the experiencing boundaries” (Soeffner, 1997: 114). Therefore, they serve 
as remedies for the individuals to “survive” situations of social and economic crisis.4 The 
phenomenon of tango not only offers symbolical “solutions” for some individual members of 
the Argentine society, it indicates one of the country’s crucial problems at the same time.   

                                            
4  Societies in crisis tend to take excessive use of rituals as a way to confirm the meaning systems that are 

confronted by a menacing chaos. Rituals especially serve to protect subjective reality; they are 
particularly important for the ongoing confirmation of the crucial element of reality called identity 
(Berger/Luckmann, 1987: 149f.). 
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